
All the motifs of the Studijo wallpapers are made in such a way that excess can be easily cut from all sides 
without losing complete image form. An excess of a few centimeters is always left in the case of imprecise mea-
surements or constructional (non) plane of the entire wall. So we used the Balkan's home old rule about treating 
house guests and applied it on wallpapers „better to throw away rather than have a lack of something“.

PLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS-WATERPROOF

The surface of the wall must be prepared in the 
same way as for the ordinary wallpaper: it must be 
clean and rough parts should be smoothened, it 
must be flat, dry, clean from dust, without 
oil-based paints and withoud sticker and wallpa-
per excess. The surface must be protected from 
moisture (hydroisolation) and in that way allow 
drying. 

*If it is necessary, in case of damp substrates or 
tiled walls, spread Mapei Primer - Triblok P.

Apply primer - Mapei Eco Prime T to isolate the 
background.

1. Preparing the wall

The right placement of a wallpaper makes complete image form. We advise to start gluing with the first or middle 
panel of a wallpaper. It is very important to place the first panel properly. Use pencil to draw vertical straight line 
or laser to project them on the wall to fit the edges of an image into wall easier.

2. Priprema pred postavljanje

You have bought this: This is what you will get:
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Purchase the most suitable adhesive gel for the wallpaper byyour trusted shop. Pour the adhesive into a 
container (200 g each square metre) and stir by using a whisk (suitable for drill) until themixture is lump 
free.

3. Preparing the glue/adhesive

Apply on the back of the support a glue layer 
and slightly fold it and roll it without making any 
pressure. Repeat the procedure for each roll. 
*Start coating the rolls from the first one that is 
reuired by image to the last one to allow the 
adhesive to dry on the roll as you begin to place 
it on the wall. After applying glue on all rolls wait 
15 minutes before placing them on the wall.

5. Application of the glue on the back of the paper

Apply a coat of adhesive - Mape Wrap HQ by mean of a roller. Let it dry for approx.20/30 minutes.

4. Application of an adhesive undercoat

Wallpaper comes as a rolls numbered at the bottom. Apply adhesive on the back of the wallpaper according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. It is important to follow the order of number while placing the rolls. The first part 
of wallpaper should be glued on the begining of a wall and in line with earlier drawn or laser lines. Remove all air 
bubbles so that you push them from the middle to the edges. 

The rolls of the wallpaper needs to be accurately connected and folded for a few centimeters (cca 1 inch). You 
need to scribble the straight line with the scalpel in the middle of the fold to make a double cut. After the double 
cut pull the upper part of the overlap that is excess and then remove the lower part. 

(video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=47&v=nwV_vrn66ik)

6. Fitting the image of wallpaper

This is what you should do next:
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1. After the double cut pull the upper part 
    that is excess
2. Temporary detach the rest of the upper roll
3. Remove lower excess
4. Ponovno zalijepimo odlijepljeni dio tapete
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RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS

After approx. 8 hours from the application of 
adhesive gel, apply a protective top coat. Use a 
large brush and spread it evenly on the entire 
wall. Let it dry for approx. 4 hours, then apply a 
protective coat again.

After fitting the bathroom elements, silicone 
joints and edges are required.

7.  Application of a protective top coat

Installation of a wallpaper needs to be done in a room without a draft and at a temperature od 20 C. Because 
of the strict controls we are trying to deliver the product without any mistakes. Small color differences in the 
printing are practically inevitable. Before installing, unfold the wallpaper on the floor and check the correctness 
of all parts. If you have any reason for reclamation, let us know before applying wallpaper glue. We are not 
responsible for problems made from installation of wallpaper.

STUDIJO MARAS, crafts for graphic design and manufacturing services
PRVE POLJANICE 3, 10 000 Zagreb, Croatia
www.studijo.co (with “j”)
+38598 949 63 47

An important warning!

in case of damp substrates or tiled walls: primer Mapei Triblok P

Primer: Mapei Eco Prime T

Glue: Mape Wrap EQ Adhesive

Waterproof protection: Mape Floor Finish 58 W (A+B) 
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